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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 62, 093003
Increase in the primordial 4He yield in the two-doublet four-neutrino mixing scheme

Kevork Abazajian, George M. Fuller, and Xiangdong Shi
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

~Received 6 August 1999; revised manuscript received 21 June 2000; published 25 September 2000!

We assess the effects on big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! of lepton number generation in the early universe
resulting from the two-doublet four-neutrino mass-mixing scheme. It has been argued that this neutrino mass-
mixing arrangement gives the most viable fit to the existing data. We study full 434 mixing matrices and
show how possible symmetries in these can affect the BBN4He abundance yields. Though there is as yet no
consensus on the reliability of BBN calculations with neutrino flavor mixing, we show that, in the case where
the sign of the lepton number asymmetry is unpredictable, BBN considerations may pick out specific relation-

ships between mixing angles. In particular, reconciling the observed light element abundances with an̄m
 n̄e

oscillation interpretation of LSND would allow unique new constraints on the neutrino mixing angles in this
model.

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 26.35.1c, 95.30.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we reexamine the long-standing issue of h
neutrino flavor mixing in the early universe might affect b
bang nucleosynthesis~BBN!. Though this is an old problem
@1–5#, with the advent of modern experiments~e.g., solar,
atmospheric, and accelerator-based oscillation experime!
we can hope to begin constructing the neutrino mass-mix
matrix. Here we adopt the leading model for this, the tw
doublet four-neutrino mass scheme@6,7#. We discuss this
mixing in detail, going beyond recent good assessment
this problem@8–10#, to examine what BBN consideration
ultimately may be able to tell us about parameters in t
mixing scheme.

Historical attempts@1–5# at constraints on neutrino mix
ing are based on the argument that an active-sterile neu
mixing that is too large at~or prior to! the BBN epoch will
populate the sterile neutrino sea. The resultant increase in
total energy density of the universe at a given tempera
speeds up the Hubble expansion. In turn this leads t
higher weak-freeze-out temperature and, consequently
could lead to a higher neutron-to-proton ratio at nuclear
tistical equilibrium freeze-out@11# ~however, the neutron-to
proton ratio is determined not only by the expansion rate;
below!. Since essentially all neutrons are incorporated i
4He in the early universe, such a mixing yields a higher4He
abundanceY. This potentially could contradict the observ
tionally inferred primordial 4He abundance. From the in
ferred abundances of4He and D/H there are strong con
straints on the increase of the predictedY from an increased
energy density due to sterile neutrino production. These c
straints are often translated into a limit on the ‘‘effecti
number of neutrinos’’ of

1.7<Nn
eff<3.2 ~1!

at 95% confidence that is strictly limited by the baryon-
photon ratio,h, determined by the inferred relative abu
dance of deuterium (D/H)@12#. This limit is shown in Fig. 1,
where we have calculatedY and D/H over a range inNn

eff and
h. We have included corrections toY derived from the zero-
0556-2821/2000/62~9!/093003~9!/$15.00 62 0930
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and finite-temperature radiative, Coulomb and fini
nucleon-mass corrections to the weak rates; ordea
quantum-electrodynamic correction to the plasma dens
electron mass, and neutrino temperature; incomplete neu
decoupling; and numerical time-step effects@13#. The obser-
vationally inferred primordial mass fraction we adopt is ge
erous: 0.228,Y,0.248 ~95% confidence range! @14#, and
the inferred relative abundance D/H we adopt is the w
established D/H'(3.460.5)31025 @12#. For arguments and
observational evidence on the reliability of the deuteriu
abundance see Ref.@15#. Similar limits on Nn

eff have been
derived by other groups@16–18#. These limits preclude by a
wide margin a fully populated sterile neutrino sea (Nn

eff

FIG. 1. The limits in the effective number of light neutrino
Nn

eff , in BBN for varying baryon-to-photon ratio,h10[h31010.
The solid contours are 95% confidence limits on the inferred4He
mass fraction,Y @14#, and the dashed contours are 95% confiden
limits on the inferred relative abundance ofD/H @12#.
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 2. The three general mass hierarchies discussed. In all cases, the mass splittings correspond todmLSND
2 ;1 eV2, dmatm

2

;1023 eV2, anddmsolar
2 ;1025 (10210) eV2 for the MSW~vacuum! solar solutions. Scheme I, its mirror (mne

,mnm
,mnt

.ms) and scheme
II ~and its mirror! have previously been ruled out by BBN. In this paper, we consider constraints on mass hierarchies and mixings in
III.
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54) in the BBN epoch. The concept ofNn
eff ~an expansion

rate measure! as the sole determinant of the4He yield is a
misleading and dangerous one.

A few 434 models have been advanced as simultane
explanations of the atmospheric neutrino data, the solar n
trino data, and the data from the Liquid Scintillation Ne
trino Detector~LSND! @6,7#. One hierarchical scheme woul
have ~near! maximal nm
nt mixing for the atmospheric
deficit, ane
nm mass splitting that gives either a vacuum
Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! solar solution, and
the LSND indication of a largedm2 is given by ‘‘indirect’’
mixing through a sterile. This is scheme I in Fig. 2. In th
scheme, the mass states most closely associated with th
tive neutrinos form a triplet that has a significant mass sp
ting from the mostly sterile mass state. This scheme is ru
out by BBN because it requires largenm
ns and ne
ns
mixing amplitudes to explain the LSND results through t
indirect conversionnm→ns→ne ~and theCP conjugate!.
The required large mixing amplitudes fornm
ns and
ne
ns populate the sterile sea in the early universe throu
direct oscillation production of steriles@2–5#. This mass
model is also disfavored by a combined 434 experimental
data analysis@7#.

An alternative two-doublet hierarchical scheme~scheme
II ! has~near! maximalnm
ns mixing to fit the atmospheric
data in SuperKamiokande andne
nt mixing explaining the
solar neutrino puzzle. This option is excluded by BBN sin
thenm
ns transformation is too large to be compatible wi
4He observations@5,19#. ~Recently Foot and Volkas@23#
have argued thatnm
ns maximal vacuum mixing for
SuperK atmospheric neutrinos in a related mass schemecan
be reconciled with BBN limits.1!

Therefore, adopting the previously considered limits fro
BBN, we are left only with the two-doublet four-neutrin
mixing model, scheme III. The BBN effects of the model
scheme III were considered in Ref.@8#. In this paper we
expand on the analysis of the mixing and suggest how B
could give potentially stricter limits that those found in Re
@8#. ~We note here that the ‘‘inverted scheme,’’ where t

1There is still another loophole: if there is a pre-existing lept
number asymmetry with a magnitude*1025 during the BBN ep-
och, thenm
ns mixing can be suppressed@20#. This assumption
must then involve physics that is beyond neutrino mixing.
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ne /ns doublet is more massive than thenm /nt doublet, is not
yet completely ruled out by laboratory and astrophysi
considerations.!

A new twist was added to the saga of neutrino mixing
the early universe when it was found that resonant act
sterile neutrino transformation in the BBN epoch can al
neutrino energy spectra and generate a lepton number a
metry @21,22#. This raises the possibility that an asymmet
in ne / n̄e numbers could be generated. In the meantime, th
energy spectra may be modified so that the weak reac
rates themselves may change, resulting in a differ
neutron-to-proton ratio and a different4He yield Y @23–25#.
It has been argued that a positivene / n̄e asymmetry behaves
like a positive chemical potential forne . This would reduce
Y, and by the same token a negative asymmetry would
crease it @23#. However, this argument of a direc
asymmetry-Y leverage relation is too naive in the context
active-sterile neutrino mixing, and is in fact incorrect. This
because the process of lepton number generation via r
nant active-sterile neutrino mixing potentially has a cruc
and unique feature@17,22,26–28#: that the lepton numbe
asymmetry is first damped to essentially zero and then
oscillate chaotically with an increasingly larger amplitud
until it converges to a growing asymptotic value that is eith
positive or negative.

However, the existence of ‘‘chaoticity’’~unpredictability!
in the final sign of the lepton asymmetry,L, is controversial.
Indeed,all claims ~e.g. @21,22#! for lepton number genera
tion in the early universe via neutrino mixing are now
odds with at least one calculation~Dolgov et al. @29#!. Ref-
erence@29# uses a new formulation of the solution of th
neutrino energy density matrix evolution that finds a no
chaotic generation of only a small and insignificant lept
asymmetry. References@26# and@27# recalculated the lepton
number generation found in Ref.@22# and corroborated a
random nature to the sign of theL. Reference@27# showed
that certain over-simplifying approximations in Ref.@29#
may have unphysically stabilized the evolution of the lept
number. Reference@28# found a randomness in the sign ofL,
but only for small non-phenomenological mixing angle
much smaller than those that may be involved in neutr
oscillation solutions to the experiments discussed here.
oscillations in lepton number sign seen in Ref.@28# only
occur below the precision of their numerical solution. O
may call into question then the ability of their numeric
3-2
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INCREASE IN THE PRIMORDIAL 4He YIELD IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 093003
formulation to resolve oscillations occurring at larger mixi
angles which can be found in the more straightforwa
momentum-averaged solution of Refs.@22,26,27#. The
momentum-averaged solution is valid at the relevant hi
temperatures where the instantaneous approximation to
population are good. For the LSND mass scale in schem
considered here,mnm

2 2mne

2 'mnm

2 2mns

2 ;0.2–10 eV2 and a

small effective mixing angle (sin2ueff.10210), the bulk of
the active neutrinos undergo resonance at a temperatuT
;10–20 MeV where the instantaneous approximation
be considered valid.

Given the controversy and disagreement among these
ferent calculations it is difficult to take any BBN-derive
constraint with confidence. With this caveat in mind, we e
plore what constraintsmightbe possible if the lepton numbe
generation magnitude is as in Refs.@21,22#, but where chao-
ticity in lepton number sign obtains for relevant paramete

In a chaotic lepton number generation regime, the sign
the lepton number asymmetry is independent of the ini
conditions before the amplification begins, and is expon
tially sensitive to the parameters involved during the chao
oscillatory phase@22#. In turn, the sign of the asymmetr
cannot correlate over a scale bigger than the particle hor
@19#.

This causal structure of space-time can make it imposs
to obtain a universe with a uniform lepton number asymm
try. Instead, the lepton number generating process gives
to a universe with numerous lepton number domains w
similar lepton number magnitudes, albeit different signs@19#.
The size of each domain is less than the horizon size at
epoch (;1010 cm at the weak-freeze-out temperature,
though the detailed geometric structure of the domains at
BBN epoch depends on the manner in which domain ‘‘p
colation’’ occurs!. The distribution of domains with differen
signs is completely random so that in total each sign oc
pies half of the space.

The overall primordial4He yield in such a universe mus
be an average ofY over domains with oppositene / n̄e asym-
metries. Interestingly, this implies that the overallY is al-
ways larger than that expected when there are no lep
asymmetries. This is because the increase inY from a nega-
tive lepton asymmetry generated by the resonant act
sterile neutrino mixing process is alwaysbigger than the
decrease inY from a positive asymmetry generated in t
same process@24#.

In this paper we examine in detail how this causality
fect operates in the context of aspecificfour neutrino mixing
scheme. There are some surprises.

We can quantify these arguments for the two-doublet n
trino mixing model~scheme III!. In this model, thenm
ne
mixing that fits the LSND data has a mass-squar
difference mnm

2 2mne

2 ;0.2–10 eV2 and an effective two-

neutrino mixing angle satisfying sin22uem;1023–1022 @30#;
the ne
ns mixing that solves the solar neutrino puzzle h
either mns

2 2mne

2 ;1025 eV2 and an effective two-neutrino

mixing angle satisfying sin22ues;1022 for the small mixing
angle~SMA! MSW solution orumns

2 2mne

2 u;10210 eV2 and
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sin22ues;1 for the vacuum solution@31#; the Super-
Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data are nicely fit
nm
nt mixing with umnm

2 2mnt

2 u;1023–1022 eV2 and

sin22umt;1 @32#. The hierarchy in masses which emerg
from this mixing scheme includes an upper doublet
heavier neutrinos, consisting of~almost! degeneratenm and
nt , and a lower doublet of lighter neutrinos, consisting
slightly mixed ~in the case of the MSW solution! or ~near!
maximally mixed~in the case of vacuum mixing! ne andns .
The inter-doublet mixing betweennm and ne is small—so
also must be the inter-doublet mixing betweennm or nt and
ns , so as to avoid conflicts with BBN@3–5#.

The large mixing angle~MSW! solution to the solar neu
trino problem has been previously disfavored by BBN@3–5#.
We consider the SMA MSW active-sterile neutrino mixin
solar solution and the vacuum active-sterile neutrino mix
solar solution. In Ref.@31#, the vacuum sterile neutrino sola
solution was considered to be disfavored using the cur
combined solar neutrino experiment rate data. However
Refs. @33# it is shown that vacuum or quasivacuum oscill
tions predominately with a sterile may be a solution to t
solar neutrino problem. Since the nature of neutrino mix
of solar neutrinos is still not certain and since BBN cons
erations may prove to be enlightening, we entertain the p
sibility of a vacuum active-sterile neutrino mixing solution
the solar neutrino deficit. The vacuum sterile neutrino mixi
solution to the solar neutrino problem was also considere
terms of a neutrino mass model represented by the@SU(3)#3

or E6 groups in Ref.@34#.
The interpretation of current experimental results usua

is framed in terms of an effective two neutrino mixing sc
nario ~i.e., in terms mass-squared differences and mix
angles! for each experimental situation. This model is a
proximately valid in the two-doublet four-neutrino mixin
scheme because, as a result of the mass hierarchy, one
species mixing dominates in each of the above experime
It is, however, more informative to employ the full 434
mixing matrix in our discussion. In the next section we w
briefly review what has been learned about this mixing m
trix from the current experiments. We will then proceed
consider BBN4He synthesis in the presence of hierarchic
four-neutrino mixing schemes. From the4He yield we infer
potential new constraints on the inter-doublet mixing mat
elements between active neutrinos and the sterile neutri
In Sec. III, we will summarize our results.

II. HIERARCHICAL FOUR-NEUTRINO SCHEME
AND THE PRIMORDIAL 4He ABUNDANCE

We adopt the convention of employing Greek indices
denote flavor eigenstatesns , ne , nm andnt , and employing
Latin indices to denote mass eigenstatesn0 , n1 , n2 andn3.
The two bases are related by a unitary transformationU:

na5 (
i 50,3

Ua in i . ~2!
3-3
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The mass matrix in the flavor basis is then

Mab5 (
k50,3

(
l 50,3

Uak* mkdklUlb
† , ~3!

where mk are the mass eigenvalues, anddkl are the Kro-
necker deltas. In the scheme considered here,m0 ,m1
!m2 ,m3.

The full expression forU can be found, for example, in
Eq. ~8! of Ref. @35#. It has 12 degrees of freedom, param
etrized by 6 rotation anglesuab , and 6CP-violating phases
fab . The parameters are symmetric in indicesa and b,
be

g

g
a-

09300
which run from 0 to 3 (a,b). We follow convention and
write sab[sinuabe

ifab and cab[cosuab. Because the inter-
doublet mixing is small,uUs2u2, uUs3u2, uUe2u2, uUe3u2,
uUm0u2, uUm1u2, uUt0u2 and uUt1u2 are small, implying that
us02u, us03u, us12u, us13u are small. In fact, the Bugey result ca
be translated into a limitus12u, us13u&0.1 @35#. The assump-
tion that nm and nt are ~nearly! maximally mixed yields
c23;us23u;1/A2. Furthermore, the LSND result sugges
that it is likely that us12u, us13u;0.1 @35#. Finally and obvi-
ously, we should havec02;c03;c12;c13;1.

To leading order ins02, s03, s12, ands13, we have@35#
U'1
c01 s01* s02* s03*

2s01 c01 s12* s13*

2c01~s23* s031c23s02! 2s01* ~s23* s031c23s02! c23 s23*

1s01~s23* s131c23s12! 2c01~s23* s131c23s12!

c01~s23s022c23s03! s01* ~s23s022c23s03! 2s23 c23

2s01~s23s122c23s13! 1c01~s23s122c23s13!

2 . ~4!
y a
nd

n
on
In Ref. @35# this matrix is discussed and is shown to
unitary to second order in the LSND mixing angle.

In a simplifying approximation, one can take all mixin
angles exceptu01, u12 and u23 to be zero, ignore theCP
violating phases, and take the SuperK associated mixin
be maximal,c23.1/A2. In this case, the transformation m
trix becomes

U'S c01 s01 0 0

2s01 c01 s12 0

s01s12/A2 2c01s12/A2 1/A2 1/A2

2s01s12/A2 c01s12/A2 21/A2 1/A2
D ,

~5!

which is ~approximately! unitary for nearly maximal mixing,
c23.1/A2.

We can define a linear row transformation@36,37#

unm* &[
unm&2unt&

A2
~6!

and

unt* &[
unm&1unt&

A2
, ~7!

such that Eq.~5! becomes
to

U8'S c01 s01 0 0

2s01 c01 s12 0

s01s12 2c01s12 1 0

0 0 0 1
D ~8!

and

S uns&

une&

unm* &

unt* &

D 5U8S un0&

un1&

un2&

un3&

D . ~9!

Here, we can see that the fourth stateunt* & is a mass eigen-
state. If there are no lepton asymmetries generated b
mechanism other than neutrino mixing, then the muon- a
tau-neutrino flavors see the same matter effects~that is the
same thermal and fermion potentials! throughout their evo-
lution. The stateunm* & is mixed with the sterile and electro
neutrino, and will undergo resonant MSW transformati
under the appropriate conditions. However,unt* & will pass
through resonances unchanged. This reduces the 434 mix-
ing to essentially a 333 evolution, at least as far as MSW
3-4
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resonances are concerned.2 It should be noted that the mixin
matrix discussed here uses the rotation order conventioU
5R23R13R03R12R02R01, while Caldwell, Fuller and Qian us
UCFQ5R23R01R12 @36#. The different unitary mixing matri-
ces are physically equivalent under the same approximati
and exhibit the same decoupling seen in Eq.~8!.

The matter effects present at the epoch of BBN comp
two pieces: a part due to a finite-temperature thermal b
and a part due to a possible lepton number asymmetry in
active neutrino sectors~the baryon number asymmetry an
the associated electron-positron asymmetry are too sma
play a significant role in the neutrino mixing!. For two-
neutrino mixing, the effective matter mass-squared diff
ence is

dmab
2 (eff.)5$~mna

2 2mnb

2 !2sin22uab1@~mna

2 2mnb

2 !cos 2uab

12EVab
T 12EVab

L #2%1/2 ~10!

and the effective mixing angle satisfies

tanuab
(eff.)5

~mna

2 2mnb

2 !sin2uab

~mna

2 2mnb

2 !cos 2uab12EVab
T 12EVab

L
.

~11!

Here we usemna
to denote the mass eigenstate most clos

associated with a neutrino of flavora, E is the neutrino
energy, Vab

T is the effective potential due to the finite
temperature part of the matter effect, andVab

L is the effective
potential due to the lepton number asymmetry. Both pot
tials vary with temperatureT.

We will first consider the case that the lepton numb
asymmetry is negligible, 2EVab

L !2EVab
T , (mna

2

2mnb

2 )cos 2uab . Mixings between active neutrino specie

alone do not modify the4He synthesis because active ne
trinos share the same number density distribution in the B
epoch.~This is not rigorously true because electron-positr
annihilation overpopulatesne / n̄e slightly but its impact on
the 4He yield is less than 0.1%@38#.! Mixings between ac-
tive neutrinos and sterile neutrinos, however, convert ac
neutrinos and so populate initially unoccupied sterile n
trino states. These mixings can therefore affect the ene
spectra of active neutrinos, as well as the4He yield. In par-
ticular, MSW resonances, at which the local effective mixi
reaches maximal values, can occur between an active
trino speciesna and the sterile neutrino species when (mna

2

2mns

2 )cos 2uas12EVas
T 50. Since

Vas
T '2A

nna
1nn̄a

ng
GF

2ET4, ~12!

2Note that Ref.@8# also points out that one ‘‘linear combination
of nm andnt ‘‘oscillates’’ with ns while the other decouples.
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whereA'105(30) fora5e(m,t), this resonance condition
is met when the temperature of the universe is

Tres'T0S E

TD 21/3U~mna

2 2mns

2 !cos 2uas

1 eV2 U1/6

, ~13!

whereT0'19(22) MeV fora5e(m,t).
Therefore, for a two-family mixing betweennm* and ns ,

with mn
m*

2
2mns

2 'mn
t*

2
2mns

2 ;0.2–10 eV2 and a small mix-

ing angle, the bulk of the active neutrinos undergo resona
at a temperatureT;10–20 MeV. This is long beforenm
andnt decouple thermally and chemically from the therm
background. As discussed briefly earlier, thenm
ns mixing
potentials behave identically to thent
ns in the BBN ep-
och, and they undergo the same scattering and collision e
lution. Thus, the approximations giving Eq.~8! effectively
‘‘decouple’’ nt* , with only nm* going through resonances. I
the following discussion,nt* decoupling can be assume
however, even if the approximations leading to Eq.~8! are
invalid so that angles other thanu01,u12 and u23 are non-
zero, the following discussion is still relevant for the sta
dardnm and can be extended tont .

Resonances may also occur forne
ns mixing with mne

2

2mns

2 ;10210 eV2 ~a possible vacuum solution for the sol

neutrino problem!. But the resonance temperature
&0.01 MeV, which corresponds to an epoch long after
weak decoupling of neutrinos. Resonant active-sterile n
trino mixing within the lower doublet in this case then ca
not influence BBN. Therefore, the BBN constraints on m
ing models involving a vacuum solar solution are le
stringent.

In the two-doublet neutrino mixing schemes conside
here, thenm*
ns channel is essentially decoupled~at or near
its resonance temperature! from the other mixings within the
four species family. Therefore, we can take the two-neutr
mixing picture as applicable. This is so because while
nm*
ns channel is matter enhanced at its resonance,
other mixings are not, or even are suppressed by the m
effects by a factor ofu(mna

2 2mnb

2 )/2EVab
T u2 with respect to

their vacuum mixing amplitude. For example, the inne
lower-doubletne
ns mixing is suppressed by a factor o
;109 for the SMA MSW mixing solar neutrino solution o
;1019 for the vacuum mixing solar neutrino
solution, because 2EVes;8EVms'4(mnm

2 2mns

2 ). Also,

since 2EVme52E(Vms2Ves)'26EVms'3(mnm

2 2mns

2 )

'3(mnm

2 2mne

2 ), the inter-doubletnm*
ne mixing is sup-

pressed by a factor of;10 with respect to its already sma
vacuum mixing amplitude (&1022). Therefore, it is safe to
employ the two-family mixing picture to investigate th
nm*
ns channel at or near its resonance.

As pointed out in several previous papers, there are
possible consequences of a resonant active-sterile neu
mixing: ~1! the total neutrino energy density at a given te
perature increases if neutrino pair production is still effect
in replenishing the converted active neutrinos;~2! a lepton
3-5
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number asymmetry may be generated in the active neut
sector from initial small and negligible statistical fluctuatio
during the resonant active-to-sterile neutrino conversion p
cess. In either the nonresonant or resonant mixing case
limit on the total neutrino energy density from the primord
4He abundance puts the following constraint on the para
eters of active-sterile neutrino mixing@3#:

~mna

2 2mns

2 !sin42uas&H 1029 eV2 if na5ne ,

1027 eV2 if na5nm ,nt .
~14!

In the resonant case, the increase in the neutrino en
density is significant to BBN when the resonance is adiab
and occurs before chemical decoupling of the active neut
~about 5 MeV fornm* ). The lepton number asymmetry ge
erated from an initially very small asymmetry by the res
nant active-sterile neutrino mixing process is significant
BBN if part of the asymmetry resides in thene / n̄e sector and
is of order*0.01. In the two-doublet neutrino model, this
achieved by having a resonantnm*
ns mixing generateLn

m*
,

and having a resonantnm*
ne mixing transfer part ofLn
m*

into Lne
.

In Ref. @24#, we calculated the change in the primord
4He abundance due to such a process. In the regime w
1021 eV2&mn

m*
2

2mns

2 &10 eV2 and sin22um*s*10210, the

mixing angles are large enough to generate a lepton num
asymmetry@22#. Mixings with smaller mixing angles canno
have a material effect on BBN. In regions of the univer
whereLn

m*
and in turnLne

is positive, then→p rate is en-

hanced while thep→n rate is reduced. This change inn
p
rates tends to lower the neutron-to-proton ratio and con
quentlyY.

On the other hand, the increased neutrino energy den
from the active-sterile neutrino mixing before neutrin
chemical decoupling always tends to increaseY. The overall
result is a decrease inY, as the former effect (ne / n̄e asym-
metry! dominates. In places whereLn

m*
andLne

are negative,

however, then
p rates are changed so as to increaseY.
This is, of course, in addition to the increase inY from the
energy density effect.

When averaged over the positive domains and the ne
tive domains, the netY turns out to be consistently large
than that predicted by the standard BBN picture assuming
neutrino mixing. This is because the increase inY in negative
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domains is never compensated by the decrease inY in posi-
tive domains, as shown in Fig. 3@22,19#.

This result is rather different from that in Ref.@8#, and
given the controversy in the calculations alluded to above
is difficult to say which, if either, is correct. Part of th
discrepancy may be because the effect of energy density
creases onY was not appropriately taken into account in Re
@8#. A simple average of the change inY in our calculation is
not beyond observational uncertainty bounds. The aver
DY is always less than;0.001, or, equivalently,Nn

eff is al-
ways less than 3.08. If a definitive, confident solution
lepton number generation by neutrino mixing in the ea
universe were to show unambiguously that the sign of
neutrino asymmetry for this specific range of neutrino m
ing parameters is positive~negative!, then the predicted
change toY would follow the lower~upper! curve. The posi-
tive lepton number result alone does not exceed the obse
tional bounds of Fig. 1. The observations more greatly c
strain increases toY. A negative lepton number result alon
therefore creates aDY that is too large for dmm* e

2

*2.5 eV2.
The averagedY is only a lower limit to the actualY in the

two-doublet neutrino model with chaotic lepton number ge
eration. This is because, as first pointed out by Shi and Fu
@19#, additional increases inY may arise from an extra chan

FIG. 3. The increase in the primordial4He yield in the two-
doublet mass scheme, as a function of the inter-doublet m
squared-difference. The mixing amplitude betweenns and the
nm-nt doublet is assumed to be not too small,*10210. The dashed
curve: the increase inY in individual domains. The solid curve: th
increase inY averaged over positive and negative lepton num
domains.
.
TABLE I. BBN limits on the inter-doublet active-sterile mixing in the two-doublet neutrino scheme

mnm

2 2mne

2 Type of solar neutrino solution Limit on effective sin22ums and sin22uts

*4 eV2 SMA MSW &10210

Vacuum

&4 eV2 MSW &10210

Vacuum &1024 eV2 (mnm

2 2mne

2 )21
3-6
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nel for increasing the total neutrino energy density. In
case where the sign of the lepton number generated is u
termined, the extra channel for sterile neutrino product
results from the lepton number gradients between domain
regions with opposite lepton number sign~which are sub-
horizon scale at the BBN epoch!. The domain boundarie
can meet the conditions for resonant conversion of not o
nm* to ns ~and n̄m* to n̄s) but alsone to ns ~and n̄e to n̄s).
Therefore, the sterile neutrino sea is not only popula
within domains by the resonant neutrino mixing that driv
lt

in
bl

it
in

le

e
s

ire

or
a

09300
e
e-

n
of

ly

d
s

the lepton number generation in the first place, but can a
be populated at domain boundaries by the same reso
neutrino mixing as well as other active-sterile neutrino m
ings.

To avoid fully thermalizing the sterile neutrinos, ther
fore, requires that this extra channel of sterile neutrino p
duction be suppressed. In other words, all resonance
active-sterile neutrino conversion have to be non-adiabati
domain boundaries. This yields another limit for the tw
doublet neutrino scheme@19#:
-sterile

directly
sin22um* s&10210, for an MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem,

~mn
m*

2
2mns

2 !sin22um* s&1024 eV2, for a vacuum solar neutrino solution. ~15!

Beyond these limits,Y increases by at least 0.013 due to a fully populated sterile neutrino sea resulting from active
neutrino conversions at domain boundaries.

These limits are summarized in Table I. Because of the decoupling of various mixings, the above limits can be
translated into constraints

us02u,us03u&1025, for a SMA MSW solar neutrino solution

or when mn
m*

2
2mne

2 *4 eV2,

us02u,us03u&1022@~mn
m*

2
2mns

2 !/1 eV2#21/2, for a vacuum solar neutrino solution

and mn
m*

2
2mne

2 &4 eV2. ~16!
in

b-

s

-

’’
le
is

ion-
r a

a

D

The constraint on the large mass difference is the resu
the fact that formn

m*
2

2mne

2 *4 eV2, domains ofLn
m*

will

facilitatenm*
ns population of the sterile sea across doma
boundaries. These constraints imply that the inter-dou
mixing elements ofnm or nt with ns (s02,s03) are ;104

times smaller than the elements associated with mixing w
ne (s12,s13), if the solar neutrino problem has its roots
ne
ns mixing with mns

2 2mne

2 ;1025 eV2 ~the SMA MSW
solution!. However, the mixings between the upper doub
neutrinos and the lower doubletne andns are within an order
of magnitude if a vacuum ‘‘just so’’ne
ns mixing with
umns

2 2mne

2 u;10210 eV2 explains the solar neutrino data.
Let us now confine our attention to the latter schem

wheremn
m*

2
2mne

2 is &4 eV2 and the solar neutrino deficit i

explained by ~nearly! maximally mixed ne
ns vacuum
‘‘just so’’ oscillation with dmes

2 ;10210 eV2. This scheme
can produce a significant increase inY when the values of the
inter-doublet mass splitting are in the range that is requ
to explain the LSND results. The primordial4He yield in
this scenario is sensitive to the relative level of mixing f
nm,t
ne and for nm,t
ns . For example, we can define
factor

F5
sin22ume

sin22ums

5
us12c231s13s23* u2

us02c231s03s23* u2
, ~17!
of

et

h

t

,

d

where ume and ums are the effective two-neutrino vacuum
mixing angles@to be constructed from the matrix elements
Eq. ~4!# corresponding tonm
ne andnm
ns , respectively.
Figure 4 then shows limits from the observed4He abun-
dance for three cases:~1! F51, ~2! F510, and ~3! F
5100. More specifically, if the atmospheric neutrino pro
lem solution is maximalnm
nt mixing ~and non-CP vio-
lating!, thenF is just the ratio of inter-doublet mixing angle

F.
us121s13u2

us021s03u2
. ~18!

It is notable that a novel solution tor-process nucleosynthe
sis in type II supernovas by Caldwell, Fuller and Qian@36#
involves a 434 model where onlys12 is non-vanishing in
the above expression forF. In this case, effectivelyF→`,
indicating an exceptionally high degree of ‘‘symmetry.
~Here by ‘‘symmetry’’ we mean that only one mixing ang
governs the inter-doublet mixing, not four; however, this
very asymmetric as far asF is concerned.! Both this solution
to r-process nucleosynthesis and the domain-convers
based BBN considerations discussed in this paper favo
largeF. The mixing matrix in Ref.@36#, which is related to
that shown in Eq.~8!, exhibits the symmetry that allows
decoupling of a neutrino state (unt* &) from MSW resonant
evolution. For mass scheme III to both account for the LSN
3-7
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signal~whose two-neutrino parameter space is shown in F
4 @39#! and be consistent with domain-conversion-driv
BBN effects, the difference in magnitude of the inter-doub
mixing angles must be large~a large value ofF).

If one were to entertain models whereF was not large
~i.e., comparable values foru12,u13,u02 and u03), then al-
ready we can see from Fig. 4 that the LSND data compat
with smaller F all lie near mm

2 2me
2'1 eV2 and sin22ume

'1023. Concomitantly, future experiments such as BooN
@40# might indicate mixing parameters which fall outside th
limit. Assuming our BBN domain-conversion-driven consi
erations are correct, this would argue strongly for largeF.

This would be a remarkable outcome. Naively, one mi
assume that, e.g., the BooNE experiment measures only
effective two-neutrino mixingume . However, when com-

FIG. 4. The effectivenm
ne mixing parameters suggested b
BBN and LSND for varying values of the asymmetry factor,F.
Shown are the 90% and 95% C.L. limits for LSND. Curves labe
K, B, and N are the 90% C.L. limits from KARMEN2, Bugey, an
NOMAD, respectively. Experimental confidence regions a
adapted from Ref.@39#.
ia

s.
-

09300
.

t

le

t
he

bined with other experiments and the BBN physics adop
here, it is evident that many other mixing matrix elemen
~those inF) are also probed.

III. SUMMARY

We have explored the possible change in the primord
4He abundance in the currently favored two-doublet fo
neutrino (nt-nm /ne-ns) mixing scheme proposed to simulta
neously explain the current neutrino experiments. Thou
definitive calculations of matter-enhanced neutrino conv
sion effects are elusive at present~in the eyes of some!, here
we have adopted the set of calculations which could give
tightest constraints on the neutrino mass and mixing mat
We do this in the spirit of determining what may be possib
When we analyze the BBN effects in the context of fu
four-neutrino mixing we find some remarkable hint
Namely, we find that putative limits on the matrix elemen
governingnm,t
ne andnm,t
ns could be very restrictive.

We have found that these limits strongly depend on
mixing betweenne and ns : the limits are exceptionally
strong if thene
ns mixing parameters are in the range
the SMA MSW solution of the solar neutrino problem, b
they are much less so, allowing thenm ,nt
ns mixing to be
at the same level as thenm ,nt
ne mixing, if the ne
ns
mixing parameters lie at the vacuum ‘‘just so’’ solution r
gion the solar neutrino problem. In addition, we have fou
that if mnm

2 2mns

2 'mnm

2 2mne

2 *4 eV2, the nm ,nt
ns mix-

ing should also be extremely small.
Therefore, the BBN effects in these two versions

scheme III are quite different. Potentially, unless the int
doublet active-active and active-sterile mixings are ve
asymmetric, BBN considerations demand a vacuum ‘‘j
so’’ solution to the solar neutrino problem and an LSN
solution with mm

2 2me
2'1 eV2 and sin22ume'1023 in the

two-doublet hierarchical mass scheme. Alternatively, fut
nm
ne experiments such as BooNE could be able to pla
significant constraints on functions ofu12,u13,u02 andu03.
This is a tantalizing result. Realizing it depends on the
racity of the particular BBN calculations we have adopte
but it is clear that the stakes are high.
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